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D. Chivers The Rowans, 6 Fishbourne Rd, Chichester,
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Porthpean Stacey Bray 34 Victoria Rd, St. Austell, Cornwall, PL25 4QD 0172 677859
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Highcliffe Stephen Waite 10 Asquith Close, Purewell, Christchurch 01202 481980
Poole Y.C Richard Smart 56 Roman Rd, Broadstone, BH18 9DN 01202 600837
Essex
Leigh-on-Sea  Charlie Baynes 21 Quorn Gardens, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex, SS9 2TA 01702 558658
Brightlingsea  Dave Bridle 7 Mareness Crescent, Brightlingsea 01206 305677
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Dave Griffiths Marsh Cottage, The Esplanade, West Mayland,Chelmsford, CM3 6AL 01621 741480
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Lymington Nigel Walbank 1 Southern Road, Lymington 01590 677166
Weston Graham Scott Wavelength Designs, Unit 10, Mitchell Point, Hamble, Southampton 01703 457417
KKKKKententententent
Broadstairs Pete Giffin 12 Rosemary Gardens, Broadstairs 01843 602356
Leicestershire
Rutland Richard Gimmler 10 Gotham Lane, Bunny, NG11 6QJ 01159 214771
LondonLondonLondonLondonLondon
Datchet Water  Stuart Jones 5 Fern Cottages, Fern Lane, Little Marlow, Bucks 01628 529408
King George Mike Keates 193 Church Rd, Leyton, London, E10 7BQ 0181 5566372
NorthernNorthernNorthernNorthernNorthern
Leigh & Lowton  Cris Miles 16 Brownhill Lane, Uppermill, Oldham 01457 820432
Leeds Stuart Walker 3 Pine Court, Bailden, Bradford 01274 588484
Scotland
Stewart Murdoch 6 Balmyle Rd, West Ferry, Dundee, DD5 1JJ 01382 477133
South West
Chew Valley Dave Aston Ryburn, 3 Warbler Close, Trowbridge, BA14 9TY 01225 776980
Sussex
Bough Beech  Peter Dives 18 Overton Shaw, East Grinstead, RH19 2HN 01342 328267
Eastbourne Dave Pike 5 Fitzmaurice Avenue, Eastbourne 01323 642242
Lancing Tony White The Cokers, Borstal Rd, Steyning, BN44 3PD 01903 816007
Worthing Dave Skarden, Silver Birches, Fryan Rd, Storrington, West Sussex 01903 743538
Wales
British Steel John Pym 5 Selby Close, Llanfrechfa, Cwmbran, NP44 8TT 01633 871897
Warwickshire
Draycote Water

Amar Marphatia 20 Broadbent Close, Whetstone 01533 864099
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EDITORS BIT
Ah, just started to put this issue together and realised
it must be time for me to write my bit too.  Where to
start.  Hmm.., well, the theme for this issue is �how
to get started in a Contender�, although maybe that
should read �why on earth would anyone want to
sail a boat other than a Contender?�  I mean, there
are lots of boats that you can choose to hang over
the side of, feet stuck under toestraps, straining
knees, back, legs and stomach; but the question I
have to ask is: WHY would anyone actually want to
put themselves through all that pain to sail so slowly?

Why would ANYONE do that when they can plane
comfortably upwind, suspended elegantly from a
wire on a beautifully balanced, thoroughbred boat?
I can only presume Contender sailors must be that
little bit brighter.

OK, so maybe its not quite that simple; maybe you
do have to climb a bit of a  learning curve, to
overcome the odd problem, like tacking, or how you
recover the mainsheet from the trapeze after you�ve
dropped it out of the back of the boat, but it has to
be better than wrecking your body - I mean, you can
do that in a gym without getting cold and wet!

Fun and exhilaration are what its all about, not grunt
and pain.  Of course, you can�t ignore the skill factor
- there�s no doubt that some is needed to sail a
Contender - its fast, so you don�t get a lot of time to
react to your mistakes, but practice makes perfect as
they say, and its true.  After a bit of practice you
quickly find that the boat is quite predictable and
manageable - no nasty little unexpected tricks or
twists, no horrible nosediving tendency; all you have
to do is get the basic boathandling right and the
boat�ll put up with almost anything.  And without
breaking, something that can�t be said about many
classes.

Its frequently said that the Contender isn�t a tactical
class; that its all about boatspeed.  Wrong.  All you
have to do is look at the boat - its a well established
strict one design with International status, it has a
simple layout, and the equipment is largely
standardised - there are no huge speed differences
between different boats, just different sailors!  Take a
look at the Contender fleet - where they�ve come from
and what they�ve done in other classes.  Even
although the majority are experienced racers who
know their way around the racecourse, there�s a wide

spread of ability.  Consequently the racing is close
and fun, and you�d be hard pushed to find many
more tactically interesting classes.  Maybe its one of
the class�s bigger pluses that the average Contender
sailor has been around a bit - I�m not saying we�re all
getting a bit long in the tooth, but we�ve been
around.  We know when to push it and when not
to, so the racing tends to be clean with no nasty
protests and things (well, maybe the odd one Pete -
see news...).  The entertainment and enjoyment is in
the fun of sailing and racing the boat, not in the
protest room.  Another plus of the class is the
welcome to new members.  You�ll always find
someone to give you a few tips about setting up and
sail ing the boat - we�ve all had to serve our
apprenticeship, and one or two of us even think we
know how to do it now!

So, the boat is fast, fun and strong; the racing is close
and competit ive; the sailors are friendly and
welcoming.  So just why WOULD anyone want to
sail anything other than a Contender...?

Jerry Driscoll - GBR 583CHAIRMAN�S CHAT
As this edit ion of
Contendering is intended
to coincide with Sailboat 99
and to be available for
distribution to prospective
Contender sailors, I would
like to urge anyone reading
this to get themselves a
Contender and give it a go.
You know it makes sense!

It will give you all the excitement, thrills an spills of
single handed sailing, without the leg work of the
sitting out classes and none of the nose diving of
that shorter, finer bowed, trapeze model, just because
you�ve left the big rig up.  You�ll find a second hand
boat list in this issue or you can arrange a go in a
Contender by giving one of the Class contacts a ring.
Packed into this high quality edition, to help
newcomers and old lags out, there are hints and tips
from myself and Graham Scott, intended to get
people round the course in better shape.  There is
also some news on the boat building front
concerning Ian Ridge turning Italian, along with all
the usual hot air, waffle, assorted news and fixtures.

Highlights in the fixtures list this year are the Nationals
at Looe in July, the Worlds in Kiel, Germany, in
September (a long way north for that time of year! -
but I�m definitely going); and for those who like good
cuisine and scenery another meeting near St Malo in
France.  There is also, as always, plenty of open
meeting sailing around the country throughout the
season, so I�ll be seeing you there.  As far as Looe
goes it may be as well to book your accommodation
early as there is a total eclipse of the Sun in Cornwall
the following week.  People may book two week
holidays to come and view this.  For those with access
to technology there is now an accommodation finder
on the Contender Internet web site (http://
www.sailing.org/contender/gbr/).  This works for

SEND YOUR ARTICLES, REPORTS, PICTURES ETC TO:
JERRY DRISCOLL

1 Springfields � Lower Moors Road
Colden Common � Winchester � SO21 1SH

Tel: 01962 711698
E-Mail: contendering@driscoll.globalnet.co.uk

Text on disk is greatly preferred, I recommend saving as a text file
(unformatted), although I can import most word processor formats.

If you want pictures back, please put a label on the back: write in felt
tip.  Ballpoint impressions can show through when they�re scanned.
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anywhere in the UK.  Just enter the town where you
want to look and it returns a list of Hotels, B&Bs etc.
as selected.

Talking of the website, Dave Davies originally picked
it up, improving and expanding it no end.  He has
now handed it over to Robert Alexander, who being
a bit of a techie, has enhanced it further with some
fancy bits and added lots of extra useful functionality.
Thanks to both of them for their efforts.  If you have
any ideas for the site then give Robert a shout.
Equally tell Jerry if you have any ideas for the
newsletter.  See you all soon.

Stuart Jones - GBR 634

SECRETARY�S SCRIBBLE
The New Season

One of the great tasks of being BCA secretary is those
lovely mailings you get to send out. So I�ve just
finished hours of stuffing (envelopes) to get you all
to join the association again.  I can always remember
(before I was doing this job) how keen I was to get
the fixtures list as early as possible so that I could
plan the coming year.  Phoning up the secretary
(Scuba � I think it was) around January 10th, �Have
you got the fixtures list yet?�  He would carefully and
politely explain that he was just about to do it.  Now
I know how he feels.  Except this year (now my
second!) Tim Holden has done such a brilliant job it
was actually ready before Christmas!!  So the moral
of the story is�. If you want to be certain of having
the fixtures list early �.. volunteer to be secretary�.
Simple isn�t it. [or go to our incredibly well managed
web site � Thanks Rob � www.sailing.org/contender/
gbr.

I was on the phone to Graham Scott yesterday as
the next job you get as secretary early in the year is
trying to find anyone who actually WANTS to go to
the Nathan Silver Salver at Draycote.  I went myself
in 1998 and it was actually great fun.  If you are
reading this and thinking, �I�d love to do it� then tell
me, and it�ll save me hours next year!

You�ll f ind in this weighty tome the National
Championship Survey results following the poor
turnout in Pwllheli (I have to look that up every time
to check the spelling!).  The great thing seems to be
the potential turnout in Looe.  So PLEASE PLEASE
make the effort, it WILL be a great event at a great
venue, Stu, Al, Rho and myself are off down there in
mid February for a weekend to get it all sorted out.
(Before any of you dirty hacks from the Sun and the
Sport check out who is paying for this and if we are
using Concorde to get there � it�s all privately funded
for pleasure!)  Please contact us if you want to help
organise something for the kids or the rest of the
family.  We will certainly be taking the findings to
give you what you�ve asked for.

The club is very keen to make it a success, the venue
could not be better and I have ensured that it is in
the school holidays for England, Scotland and Wales,
NO EXCUSES.  AND it will be great training for the

worlds in Germany in September.

Finally (sounds just like the two Ronnies), we still have
a large membership only a handful down on previous
years (10 actually).  There still seems to be a lot of
interest in the class with 38 new members in 1998.
So all you old hands could help them out and gently
persuade them how great open meetings are and
let�s see if we can improve the attendance in 1999.

So it�s goodnight from me!

Fat boy slim(er) - Alias Dave Davies - GBR 616
P.S. If you requested a copy of the class rules when you sent in your
membership fee, I�m waiting for a new set with the new rules!!  I�ll
send them out when I have them.

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP SURVEY
53 of the 185 members of the association (28.65%)
responded to the National Championship survey.  For
a mail survey this level of return is very good.
However, it would be very interesting if those who
didn�t could dig out the form and return it.  If this
happens I will update the results further at a later
date.  The table below shows the percentage of
respondents attending between 0-5 championships
in the last 5 years.

26.42% 0

11.32% 1

11.32% 2

9.43% 3

18.87% 4

22.64% 5

Finally, before I try and draw some conclusions the
next table shows how many anticipate attending
Looe in 1999:

22 Maybe

7 No

24 Yes

Of the 14 people who have not attended a National
Championship before, 3 intend coming to Looe, 3
definitely will not and the other 8 responded
�maybe�!!

If you have not been to a championship before and
are worrying about how good or bad you are, don�t
worry.  The general standard of the fleet is all over
the place � much like the secretary on the water (or
the chairman walking home from the pub).  We are
a friendly fleet and you will find plenty of people who
will be more than happy to help you get more from
your boat (or if that�s not possible � they�ll have a
pint in the bar with you!).  So all you people who are
dithering about Looe, just think - it�s a great place for
family holidays, sailing, drinking, sandcastles, fishing,
walking on the coastal paths, ice-creams, tea on the
prom, watching the world go by, climbing, running,
cycling, hopping, skipping and jumping about�..SO
you really should try and come.

The major conclusion I have drawn from the survey,
is the overwhelming number of requests for 10 races.
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BRITISH CONTENDER ASSOCIATION ACCOUNTS
The accounts for the year ended 31 December 1998 show a deficit for the period of £1,324 with net assets of £3,859.

A decision was taken last year to upgrade the quality and frequency of our Newsletter and three issues were published,
one of which was in colour.  This came at a cost.  For this current year we are reverting to black and white for this
reason.  We also had a shortfall in numbers at the Nationals which cost us, including under 21 fees, £255.

Membership overall has held up well and although we have lost a few members we have gained a few as well making
up the difference. It may well be that to promote the class in the future to a greater extent we will need to consider a
small increase in the subscription rate, after all we are not expensive at the moment relative to certain other classes.

Charlie Baynes

INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT for the Year Ended 31st December 1998
1998 1997

£ £
INCOME
Membership subscriptions 2,728 2,751
Interest received 186 152
RYA rebate - 34
Auction and other sponsorship - -
Sweatshirts and other clothing income 25 -
Total Income 2,939 2,937

EXPENDITURE
ICA subscription 716 728
RYA subscription 57 57
Secretary’s postage and other expenses 268 93
Treasurer’s postage and other expenses - 106
Other administration costs - 54
Newsletter net of advertising income 2,174 723
Promotion and advertising 602 926
Training weekends deficit - 17
Championship expenses 314 140
Trophies and prizes 132 29
Total Expenditure 4,263 2,873
(Deficit)/Surplus for the year (1,324)  £64

BALANCE SHEET as at  31st December 1998
1998 1997

£ £
Debtors 451 535
Prepayments - 75
Cash at bank 3,476 4,603
Current Assets 3,927 5,213
Subscriptions and income in advance -14 -30
Sundry creditors -54 -
Net  Assets  £3,859  £5,183
Accumulated surplus at 1st January 1998 5,183 5,119
(Deficit)/Surplus for the year -1,324 64
Accumulated surplus at 31st December 1998  £3,859  £5,183

The question was asked in an odd way (my fault)
and nearly everyone who indicated that they didn�t
think it was important to have one race a day, also
put a strong comment asking for 10 �like the worlds�.
There were plenty of interesting comments regarding
prizes (especially from the people who can�t fit any
more in their houses � Stuart and Graham!!).  This
indicated a strong desire for a more even spread
around the fleet (rather than more or less prizes).  Lots
of the people with kids asked for entertainment for

the family.  So if that was YOU, perhaps you (or your
partner, or older kids) would like to volunteer to
arrange some beach games, trips etc, (Please contact
Stuart Jones or me on that one).

I am sure more conclusions can be drawn, and will
adorn future newsletters so please give as much
feedback as you can and try and persuade as many
as possible to get to Looe in 1999.  I�ll be on the
beach showing off my big fat tummy anyway!!
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They say that yacht races are won by those who get the basics right and then make the fewest mistakes.
We asked two Double World Champions Stuart Jones and Graham Scott for a few pointers on the �basics�...

DOUBLE HELPING OF TIPS FROM THE TOP!

PRE START
GS:  Sail on each tack long enough to memorise
compass headings and try and get a feel for what the
wind is doing.  You must have this information to know
whether you are being lifted or headed straight after
the start.  Also take time to assess tide and any possible
permanent wind shifts to determine if one side of the
beat will definitely be favoured.  Then decide on a
�loose� strategy for the first beat - eg �start on starboard
towards the port end of the line, and work shifts up left
of middle�.  Practice tacking to loosen up.

STARTING
GS:  You must know where you want to start and be
prepared to work hard to get that spot.  But be realistic,
and be prepared to bale out and find another gap at 2
minutes if its going to be too crowded.  Don�t line up
with too much vang on - it restricts your ability to
manoeuvre and will hinder acceleration off the line.

SJ:  Here the ability to be able to sail slowly is a skill
worth learning. Being able to steer the boat into and
out of the wind without moving too far forward pays
dividends.  As the rudder has little effect at slow speed
other means have to be used as well.  First of all, less
kicker equals less drift.  Heel the boat - slightly - to
leeward to head up, and to windward to bear away.  In
combination you can pull the boom in to head up, and
push it out to bear away using your hand directly on
the boom.  Beware of sailing backwards as you will be
in the wrong under the new rules.  Practice by finding
a mark out on the water and see if you can sit next to it
for a couple of minutes.  You may be surprised at how
fast you drift sideways in a bit of breeze.  Something to
take note of.

As you start, the boat will have little way on and the
foils will not work until there is water flowing over them.
You need to help them start to work - if you just whack
the main in when the gun goes the foils stall out, you
go sideways and forward speed is slow to build.  The
rudder feels heavy and the boat has that strangled
feeling.  Your gap to leeward closes and the guy down
there comes out in front of you bringing his leebow air
with him.  Even if you get it right it takes about 10
seconds to get to full speed from stopped.

To aid acceleration leave the kicker and cunningham
off a little from where you would normally have them
on the beat.  Set the trapeze height so that, from where
you are sitting for the conditions, there is no slack in
the wire so that you can easily swing out.  Bear the
boat away in the last few seconds before the start
without the boat moving forward too much, using the
techniques above.  Sail down, on a very close reach,
into that hole to leeward that you�ve lovingly created
for yourself because you drifted slower than the guy to
leeward.  Swing out on the trapeze and move quickly
to the normal position, midway down the gunwale,
and keep the boat flat.  Squeeze the mainsheet in as
the boat accelerates, being careful not to over pinch.

Once nicely away in clear wind quickly strap on the
kicker so that you can now point up at full speed, then
lower yourself on the trapeze.

This is what happens in a perfect world.  You have to
be flexible and keep a careful watch on what�s
happening around you.  Try to anticipate the actions of
the guy to leeward if you can - beat him to the start you
may well sail over him, but if he gets the jump on you,
you may well end up in a pinching duel and the whole
fleet can then out accelerate you off the line.

FIRST BEAT
GS:  If you have clear air and are heading for your
preferred side then carry on.  If most people tack, then
try and tack soon to keep in touch.  For some reason a
lot of people capsize on the first tack after the start which
has to be the worst possible time to do it!  Let your
vang off a little for the first one!  In oscillating shifts get
in phase as soon as possible.  Remember, you should
aim not to get near a layline in oscillating shifts.

SJ:  Beating - First of all the boat should feel light on
the helm in all conditions.  If not, check your rig settings
- Graham�s tuning guide is a good start.  Check the
rudder: it may need the blade angling forward more;
are the pintles loose?

In light winds sit at the front of the cockpit and heel
slightly to leeward.  Use the rudder as little as possible
- think of it as a brake. For minor course adjustments
use boat heel.  Go for speed rather than direction. If
things are slow ease the main out and bear off.  Flatten
the sail to encourage air flow.  Outhaul well on and a
touch of kicker to just bend the mast.  No cunningham.
Lowers off a touch could help.

As the wind picks up to semi-trapezing you can ease
the kicker and outhaul, and haul the main right in, using
this to control twist.  You can then head right up, but
take the waves into account.  Move back on the gunwale
to opposite the centreboard.  Adjust the trapeze height
so that you can move in and out easily without using
your hands.

In medium winds stand just in front of the tower.  Kicker
well on, and as the wind increases use the cunningham
to just pull the horizontal creases out.  Outhaul to just
cause a fold in the bottom of the sail.  Trapeze as low as
you dare without dragging through the water.  Steer
carefully to keep the boat flat.

In strong winds pull the centreboard up a fair way, ease
the main and bear off for speed.  Stand opposite the
tower.  Outhaul and cunningham out to max and a
good amount of kicker to flatten off the sail.  Lowers off
a touch could help.  Steer to keep the boat upright and
moving fast - you can now use the rudder occasionally!
Don�t let the foils stall out.  If in doubt ease the main
and bear off.  Watch upwind for gusts so you can ease
the sheet as it arrives not after.  Trapeze as low as you
dare without dragging through the water.
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TACKING
SJ:  This is probably the trickiest thing to master in the
boat and everyone has variations.  A third arm would
be handy.  I have worked out techniques over the years
which suit me.  If you analyse the separate movements
there are about a dozen to get you over to the other
side.  Look at how you do each step, and ask yourself if
you could find a better way.  Get into a routine that
works and use it repeatedly.  Secondly, don�t be in a
rush; do it calmly and smoothly.

In non trapezing conditions I tack passing in front of
the mainsheet.  First ease the mainsheet and bear off
to pick up speed.  Throw the sheet over to the new
side.  Heel the boat to leeward and steer into the tack
placing your weight on the gunwale and holding onto
the tower to smoothly roll the boat through the wind.
Let go of the tiller extension, you don�t need it now.
Move over to the new side, facing backwards, placing
your weight at the cockpit front.  Reach back for the
tiller extension, now floating on the new leeward side
and twist it round.  At the same time the boat will be
smoothly coming upright.  Bear off to pick up speed
then squeeze the main in and head up.

Once trapezing things are different.  First, be aware of
your trapeze height and kicker settings.  A good idea is
to mark the kicker in some way so that you can judge
how tight it is.  If you have lots on it�s a good idea to
ease it a bit so you can get under the boom.  A kicker
that works well is a must.  Once done, I ease the main
and throw the mainsheet over to the new side.  The
windier it is the more I ease.  A foot or two is usually

enough.  I pull myself up on the handle and remove
the hook with the tiller hand.  Then, timing the turn
with the waves, and starting on top of one, I push the
tiller hard over, come in and pass under the boom,
facing forwards, as far forward as the tower will allow,
as there is more room.  Then twist round to sit on the
gunwale swapping tiller hands at the same time.  While
the sail is still flapping I ease and uncleat the main with
my front hand and pass the sheet to the tiller hand.
The front hand then grabs the trapeze hook and hooks
on.  If the trapeze is set high you will need to sit further
forward on the gunwale to avoid trying to hook on ten
times.  This is why you need to be aware of the height
before you tack.  Once hooked on, climb out using the
tower as a step and your forward hand on the gunwale
to push. Once out, bear off and slowly squeeze the
main in.  You�re now in an acceleration mode, so help
the foils to work by not being too hasty to get the main
in.  If the kicker was eased get it back in.  All through
the manoeuvre keep the boat flat, particularly when
accelerating on the new tack as this will enable the
boat to bear off.

WINDWARD MARK
GS:  In strong winds plan to try and arrive on starboard
so you can raise the centreboard and ease the vang
and controls to reaching positions on the final approach.
This saves a capsize or two.  Also decide before the
mark if the tide or the position of other boats will dictate
staying high or going low.  The only way to make big
gains is to make the right decision as you start the reach,
while everyone else is sailing bunched up on the rhumb-

mailto:quotes@admiralyacht.com
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line.

REACHING
GS:   First reach:  Boats are usually not strung out at
this early stage in the race so there are great
opportunities.
Rules for Reaches:
1.  Concentrate - on the waves and gusts
2.  Relax - a good shout and swear at the windward
mark gets rid of any tension!
3.  Don�t look behind you - see 1 & 2!
4.  Try and sail low in the stronger gusts and higher in
the lulls
5.  Try and work with the boat - don�t tense up and
fight it by using crude pumping or large rudder
movements.
6.  Don�t look at the mark, but at the waves in front of
the boat.
About 2/3rds of the way down the reach see if there
are any boats that are almost within reach to sail over
or get water on and make that your goal.
SJ:  In most winds ease the outhaul and cunningham
for max power.  If it�s windy enough that you can�t get
to the controls without the risk of capsize then forget
them.  Definitely let the kicker off, preferably before the
windward mark.  The broader the reach the less kicker.
The centreboard should be about halfway up.  If
trapezing, get into a stable position that feels safe -
usually, shortening the trapeze helps.  The stronger the
wind and the bigger the waves the further back you
should move.  On a reach, keep the boat very flat and
weave with the gusts -  down in the breeze and up in
lulls.

GYBE MARK
GS:  On approach, work out the angle to the bottom
mark and decide whether to sail high or low on the
second reach.  Always approach the mark wide so you
don�t have to make a tight gybe.  I always let the vang
off a long way just as I go into the gybe; this gives
room under the boom so you can steer better through
the gybe.

SJ:  Everyone�s favourite point for swimming.

In light winds I again gybe in front of the mainsheet.  I
put the tiller the other side of the sheet and pull the
boom across whilst rolling the boat smoothly over.

In a breeze it goes something like:- Come in off the
trapeze whilst gently bearing away and letting the boom
out to the shroud.  If on the sea, you must be surfing
on a wave to reduce apparent wind.  The less wind
that�s in the rig the better.  Kneel just inside the cockpit
and remove the hook.  Steer round hard into the gybe
and move your weight right over to the leeward side
of the cockpit.  As the rudder is over this has a tendency
to try to heel the boat to windward, so you can actually
move your weight to the new side sooner than you
would think.  In fact if you don�t, then your weight,
and the force of the rudder, will cause the boat to heel
too far so that when you gybe the boom can easily
catch the water - a good way to go in.  When you feel

the mainsheet go light, give it your best heave and
throw the boom across, counter steering slightly to keep
the boat dead before the wind, and putting your weight
on the gunwale.  This prevents the boat heeling after
the gybe when you can�t get any weight on the side.
Change hands on the tiller, clip on, grab the mainsheet
and set off on the next leg.  The main points for success
are keeping the boat dead upright throughout.  Think
about where you are putting your weight and where
the force in the rig is directed.  Keep moving as fast as
possible.  To do this you should make the gybe one
smooth continuous manoeuvre.  Pick your moment.  Try
to pick a lull but keep your speed up.

LEEWARD MARK
GS:  As this is one of the easiest places to capsize in
strong winds, always leave the centreboard up and the
vang eased until after rounding.  You don�t lose much
as long as you come into the mark wide and round up
at the last second.

SJ:  This is a place where a lot can be gained or lost.  It
usually pays to set the outhaul and cunningham before
rounding.  Having these marked somehow so you know
where to put them helps.  In light winds the board and
kicker can be put down just as you arrive at the mark.
If its too breezy then leave them until you have rounded
- this also prevents boom drag as you steer round.  With
no boats around, start out wide and exit the mark close
hauled right next to it, and then do any fiddling with
the controls as quickly as possible.  To help the boat
turn you can heel it a bit to leeward.  If boats are around,
then you must work out where you want to be after
the rounding.  If you want to continue straight on then
you might want to blast off to leeward of a boat ahead
while they�re still rounding.  Otherwise, you may want
to round tightly behind another boat and then tack off
as soon as possible.  Don�t be afraid to slow down to
position yourself better.

THE RUN
GS:  In waves the important thing is to let the boat
�flow�.  Let the vang off as much as you dare - this
eases the leech and squares the sail off more enabling
you to sail by the lee when needed.  Don�t use the
rudder if possible and let the boat roll naturally.  Keep
body weight well forward and concentrate on the wave
in front.

SJ:  On the run it pays to have the kicker as loose as you
dare, within reason, with a touch of windward heel.
Again you should try not to use the rudder but heel the
boat instead.  In a breeze stick the kicker back on a bit
to prevent a windward roll.  Once the boom will stay
out by itself, running a touch by the lee can be quicker.

LAST BEAT/FINISH
GS:  By now the main aim is not to make any mistakes
and consolidate your position.  Don�t tack too often,
especially at the beginning of the beat.  I often ease the
vang for the final beat tacks just to be safe and make
sure.

There you go - all nice and easy really.  I

can�t fathom how we sometimes make it look quite so difficult...!
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CONTENDER NEWS...
TRAVELLERS TROPHY SCORING
When the membership renewal forms went out a month or so
ago, included was a provisional fixture list that indicated the
qualification rules for the National Travellers Trophy.  Well, since
then the rules and scoring have been changed.
Your committee has been conscious that over the last few years
interest in the Travellers Trophy as a competition has been
waning; everybody has been turning out at open meetings
certainly, but there has been no real sense of taking part in a
competition as the season progresses.  The winner is magically
revealed and crowned at the Inlands, and up until then nobody
(usually including the eventual winner) has any idea of where
they stand.
The committee consider that this could be largely attributable
to the scoring system.  It was felt that the qualification
requirement of 7 meetings ended up excluding most
competitors.  Only the very keenest are likely to do 7 or more
meetings, so there is little to encourage those less frequent
travellers who may do 3 or 4 meetings and maybe the Nationals;
indeed those people don’t even end up with an overall position.
Eventually, it was concluded that we should try the league
scoring system.  The league system, for those that don’t know
it, is a high scoring system.  The idea is that each competitor
scores a fixed number of points (5) for entering a designated
National Travellers Trophy meeting (there are 13 TT meetings
over the season), plus a point for each person beaten.
For example, Pete Wadman wins a TT open meeting with 20
entries.  He will receive 24 points: 5 points for entering, plus 19
points for each of the people he’s beaten.  Charlie Baynes
finishes 11th and receives 14 points (5+9).  Stuart Jones
finishes last and receives 5 points for entering and that’s it.
(Hey - its only an example, not a prophesy!).  The winner at the
end of the series is the one with the greatest number of points.

There is no minimum qualifying number of meetings; quite
simply, the more you do, the better your opportunity to
accumulate points.
This system has a number of advantages over the old system:
1) Because its a simple cumulative total, all competitors have
a current and understandable overall position at any point in
the season.  Provided clubs return their results to Tim Holden
promptly after their open, the updated overall results should
be available at the next meeting.  Competitors can then see
what they need to do to overhaul their nearest rivals, and
hopefully this should re-introduce the element of ongoing
competition to the series.
2) Scoring is weighted in favour of the quality of competition at
larger meetings.  In larger fleets, where success is theoretically
more difficult, sailors can receive a potentially higher level of
points as there are more people to beat.  For example, someone
finishing 15th in a fleet of 35 will score better than someone
finishing 6th in a fleet of 15.
3) Every sailor who takes part in any TT meeting during the
year will receive an overall position.  No more “forgotten”
competitors.
4) The scoring system is strongly weighted towards the more
prolific traveller.  This could also be considered the system’s
weakness: its quite possible that the TT series will not be won
be the “best” sailor - the series is more likely to be won by a
competitor who finishes in the first five at 9 meetings rather
than someone who wins 6.  The committee consider the TT
should offer a greater reward to those that put in the effort to
travel more.  After all, we have the Nationals to decide the “best
sailor”.
This scoring system will apply for the National Travellers Trophy
Series; the Northern, Scottish, and Southern series will be
scored using their own independent systems.

UK AGENT:
PINNELL & BAX
SHOWROOM:
HEATHFIELD WAY, OFF GLADSTONE ROAD,
KINGS HEATH, NORTHAMPTON, NN5 7QP
Tel: 01604 592808  Fax: 01604 592818

FACTORY:
RONDAR RACEBOATS LTD
UNIT 14, INDUS ACRE, AVRO WAY,
BOWERHILL, MELKSHAM, SN12 6TP
Tel: 01225 707550
Fax: 01225 702113
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INCREASE IN RYA
CERTIFICATION FEES

As from 1st March 1999 the
RYA fees for Sail Number issue
and Measurement Certification
are to be increased.  This is the
first increase since 1992, and

equates to an annual increase of 2.65% per annum.  The new
rates are:
Sail Number Issue:
RYA members and non-members  £18.00
Certification Fee:
RYA members  £13.00
Non RYA Members  £18.00
Certification fees apply to New, Change of Owner, and Change
of Detail certificates.
All fees include VAT.
At the same time that these fees are increased, the
recommended hourly measurer’s fee will also be increased to
£18.
More details from:
The Royal Yachting Association
RYA House � Romsey Road
Eastleigh � Hants
SO50 9YA
Tel 01703 627400

SAS UPDATE
Surfers against sewage appear to be
gradually winning their battle with the
water companies to improve water
quality around the British Isles.  They
are being helped by a new attitude
from the government who appear
intolerant of water company delays
in implementing EU directives
relating to sewage treatment.

The government, through the Environment Agency and Ofwat
have announced that water companies must achieve a
minimum of secondary treatment for all significant outfalls by
the year 2005.  This program of environmental improvements
will take place at a cost of over £8.5 billion to the water industry.
All this is good news to us sailing types, but there is still no
room for complacency.  There are still far too many incidences
of pollution in our sailing areas; by sewage, industrial waste,
and straightforward litter.  So please keep passing details to
SAS of pollution problems wherever they are encountered.
SAS can be contacted at:
Surfers Against Sewage
Wheal Kitty Workshops � St Agnes
Cornwall � TR5 0RD
Tel: 01872 553001 � Fax: 01872 552615
E-mail: info@sas.org.uk
Web: http//www.sas.org.uk

CHANGE OF BUILDER FOR
WAVELENGTH CONTENDER
Graham Scott of Wavelength Designs, and Paul Walker of Bob
Hoare Sailboats have recently announced changes to the
arrangements for the building and sale of the Wavelength
Contender.
The Wavelength boat was developed by ex world champion
Graham Scott in conjunction with well established Contender
builder Ian Ridge.  However Ian recently announced his plans
to retire from boatbuilding and move to Italy, and his moulds
and tooling have been bought by Bob Hoare Sailboats.  Bob
Hoare Sailboats will now be handling the building, fitting out
and sales of the finished boat, which will be known as the Bob
Hoare Sailboats Contender.
The standard boat will not be changed in any way and will
continue to be supplied fitted out to the same high specification
as before, and at a similar price.  Both Graham Scott and Paul
Walker stress that they will be working in close cooperation to
ensure the continued success of the boat.
Wavelength Designs will continue to be responsible for the after
sales service of the boats supplied under the Wavelength
brand, but Bob Hoare Sailboats will assume responsibility for
new boats sold.
Graham Scott at Wavelength Designs will now be concentrating
on the further development of his sailmaking, mastmaking and
accessories business, remaining as active as ever in the
Contender class.
Further details from:
Graham Scott, Wavelength Designs, Unit 10, Mitchell
Point, Hamble, Southampton SO31 4RF
Tel:01703 457417�E-mai l
gscott@wavelengthdesigns.com

Paul Walker, Bob Hoare Sailboats, 248 Bournemouth
Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset, BH14 9HZ
Tel: 01202 736704 � Fax: 01202 388704
E-mail: paul@bobsboatshop.freeserve.co.uk

AND MORE FROM THE RYA...
Maybe its because most of us have reached that age where
life is just a little too short to waste time arguing in protest rooms,
but the Contender class is not a particularly litigious bunch of
people.  However, there is always the odd exception.
Those who attended the nationals at Pwhelli may recall the
protest by Dave Kitchen (GBR611) against Pete Dives
(GBR660) over alleged illegal propulsion.  Pete was disqualified
and scored as DND (Disqualified, Points not Discardable).
If you remember the protest, you will also remember that Pete
was not particularly happy over the outcome.  He appealed.
In October the RYA Racing Rules Committee upheld Pete’s
appeal and reinstated him on the following grounds:
The protest committee decided to disqualify Contender 660,
but did not record any facts to support this decision...
and...
The protest committee should note that there are three
requirements before the DND score in rule A1.3 can be applied
to a disqualification under rule 42 by means of rule 67:
1. arising from the RYA prescription to rule A1.3, the notice of
race and sailing instructions must state that rule A1.3 applies
for the event.  The sailing instructions in this case did not so
state.
2. sailing instructions must state that rule 67 was in force.  This
was correctly done.
3. the incident must be seen by a member of the protest
committee or its designated observer.  Only a competitor saw
the incident.
As two of these three conditions were not fulfilled, DND was
not available to the protest committee.
This means that Pete’s position at the nationals jumps from
19th to 13th overall, and Chris Mitchell, Gary Langdown,
Richard Buttner, Jerry Driscoll, Dave Pike and Bill Hooton all
drop one place.  Damn.

mailto:info@sas.org.uk
http://www.sas.org.uk
gscott@wavelengthdesigns.com
gscott@wavelengthdesigns.com
gscott@wavelengthdesigns.com
mailto:paul@bobsboatshop.freeserve.co.uk
mailto:paul@bobsboatshop.freeserve.co.uk
mailto:paul@bobsboatshop.freeserve.co.uk
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I started sailing Contenders in 1985, a fulfilment of a
teenage dream.   Initially I sailed a rather trashed Tony
Smith boat, before lashing out on a new boat from
Graham Edwards.  This boat was beautiful looking, but
had an unfortunate propensity for damage when I
owned it, culminating in the mast disappearing through
the foredeck during the very windy final race of the
Inland Championships at Rutland in 1987.  That was
when I decided that one day I would build my own
boat and take steps to ensure that such a disaster never
happened again!  The next five years were taken up
with finishing a PhD thesis and children, but at the 1993
Nationals at Plymouth I met Mike Saul who had just
finished building a boat.  Discussion with both him,
Alan Mollat and Ron Duffield convinced me that it
couldn�t be too difficult, and to my wife�s horror I
immediately got hold of an Ian Ridge hull and set to.  I
used that boat in the 1995 and 1996 Worlds, and in
early 1997 started on my second boat, which hit the
water in July of that year.  I learned a lot in the building
of these two boats, and the purpose of this article, other
than filling space in the newsletter, is to describe the
process, including the pitfalls, so that anyone else who
takes on such a project has sufficient information to help
them through.

Why bother building when you can go to Paul Walker
at Bob Hoare Sailboats and get a boat all set up, ready
to go with absolutely no fuss and a guarantee that it
will be on the pace from day one?  In my case, I enjoyed
the actual building process.  For others, the cost saving
can make the difference between a new boat and
soldiering on with an old one.  Beware, though.  The
rig, fittings and foils are a fixed and large proportion of
the final cost, so the savings are not that great and you
have to count your time as free.  I have given a cost
breakdown at the end of the article.

What skills do you need?  I would never call myself a
skilled carpenter.  I am reasonably handy and do quite
a lot of DIY (destroy it yourself) around the house.  I
have done a 5-day basic skills woodworking course,
but otherwise have no training.  More important is
access to the right tools, and a careful approach � the
old adage about �think thrice, measure twice, cut once�
is perfectly accurate, as is �care at each stage makes
subsequent stages easier�.  I would add that you
shouldn�t work on when you�re tired, or have had too
much to drink.  Do not use power tools after drinking
either � you can make a mess very quickly, although if
you�re lucky it will only be the boat.

Try and work to the middle of the tolerances, unless (a)
you are confident of your ability and (b) you have a
view about which way you want to push things.  Don�t
try to influence the hull shape by pushing or pulling on
it.  Your action will have unforeseen consequences
elsewhere in the hull and the tolerances are quite tight.
Tolerances for the deck and cockpit layout are a bit more
generous.  You would probably want more deck camber

forward, longest possible cockpit, minimum width side
decks aft, maximum width forward and maximum depth
cockpit.  It is very useful to have watched a boat being
fully measured to understand how the process works.
Ron Duffield has been extremely helpful to me, not only
in explaining some of the points I was not clear about,
but also in checking my work.  You don�t want to build
a beautiful boat that won�t measure!

After the preamble, on with the building.  First though,
you need tools, timber and a hull.  I have suggested a
reasonable selection of tools, based on what I have
available. The cutting list is self-explanatory and slightly
on the generous side.  The internal pieces could be cut
from a single sheet of ply, so long as you are not too
fussed about the orientation of the grain.  You might
be able to get the decks out of only three sheets if you
don�t mind doing some extra scarf joints for the rear
deck.  I assume you will get a hull from Paul Walker
(this is the old Ian Ridge/Tony Smith mould).  I only
have experience of using the original Tony Smith shape,
and not the Wavelength shape, but the only difference
will be in the way you deal with the gunwhales.  The
other thing to do before you start is to construct some
sort of cradle to keep the hull in shape and at a
reasonable working height.  I use three purpose built
trestles at stations 7, 5 and 3 which are also set to
maintain the correct rocker.  It doesn�t need to be too
elaborate, as the hull is quite stiff.

You must be very careful that all timber is properly
bonded to the hull.  I mark out the area where the
gunwhale will go with tape and then rough up the gel
coat with an angle grinder or very coarse sandpaper.
Any mould release agent left here will ensure that the
wood won�t stick.  Inside the hull you should rough up
gluing areas with coarse sandpaper, and degrease with
acetone before bonding.  If it is a vinylester hull that is
sufficient.  If it is a polyester hull you might also want to
paint on some Bondcoat as well although it�s not
absolutely necessary.

Off we go.  Set the hull in the cradle, and check in two
or three places that it is level athwartships.  Stuff a chunk

BUILD YOUR OWN CONTENDER!
Anyone who has seen Chris Mitchell�s boat cannot have been anything but impressed with the superb standard of

finish - as well as his speed around the course.
It will no doubt come as a surprise to many to find that he completed it himself.  In this article he explains how

to go about building your own Contender...

60deg

7/8"

7/8"

This surface

glues to boat

Figure 1:  Shape of timber for gunwale
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of wood 27mm wide in the centreboard case to keep
the case sides parallel during construction.  Leave this
piece in place until you are finished, but don�t
inadvertently glue it in place � I covered it with wax so
that epoxy wouldn�t bond to it.  Mark the measurement
points on the gunwhales and keel and check the beam
widths at each station.  Now you know it is the right
shape, and not twisted.

Fit the gunwhales and inwhales before doing anything
else.  I get the pieces for the inner gunwhales shaped
by the timber yard as shown in the diagram (Figure 1).
It�s not absolutely necessary, but it speeds things up
and saves a lot of planing later.  You can scarf these
pieces together in place on the hull.  Remember that
scarfs here should trail � see the diagram (Figure 2).
Remember too that all wood will plane more easily in
one direction than the other, so try and orientate the
grain direction so that gunwhales match inwhales, and
both match your preferred direction of planing � right
to left if you�re right handed, vice versa for southpaws.
You may want to add extra timber to bring the gunwhale
out towards the maximum towards the rear of the boat.
Leave it towards the minimum at the bow and remember
that there is an outer gunwhale to go on as well once
the deck is in place.  Next, fit 25-mm square along the
sides of the centreboard case from front to back of
cockpit.  Round off the inner upper corners of these
pieces so that they fit snugly in place.

I suggest coating the sheets of ply for the internal
components in epoxy, sanding them, and then cutting
out.  It will save a lot of effort later.  Speak nicely to me

and I will lend you templates for all the major
components.  Mark out on your sheet of ply, cut out
with a jig saw slightly (2-3mm) oversize, and finish
shaping with block plane, surform or sandpaper,
checking the fit as you go.  If you want to go it alone,
make spiling templates, spile and then mark out on the
sheet of ply.

Under the cockpit floor I suggest transverse frames every
300mm, at least three of which should extend up to
the gunwhales to support the cockpit sides and side
decks.  Cut plenty of lightening holes and limber holes.
You will reduce weight by so doing, and will also
improve the ventilation in a nasty dank dark area of the
boat.  Cut slots so that you can fit longitudinal frames
in, egg-box style.  Make the longitudinal bulkheads by
measuring the height from hull to the top of the
transverse frames at each appropriate location, mark
out, join up the points with straight lines (no need to
spile � the curves aren�t too tight) and cut out.  Again,
cut plenty of lightening holes and limber holes.

Locate everything in place dry, and make sure it all fits.
Check the measurements for cockpit depth and side deck
width.  When you are quite happy that everything is
correct, fix the pieces in place with a few (neat) gobs of
epoxy thickened with filleting compound.  Don�t bother
trying to do all the filleting now.  Wait until the wood is
all fixed securely in place and then do it � it�s much
easier when everything is solid and not moving around.
When filleting, make up small amounts of epoxy that
you can use up fairly quickly, other wise the exothermic
reaction in the epoxy will take off and it will all go off in
the pot.  Use a spatula of sufficiently large radius to
give the fillet size you want with one wipe � tongue
depressors are good, orange sticks are too small.  Keep
the area you are working on clean as you go � it saves
epoxy and looks neat.  I know no one will ever see this
area again, but you�ll know�..  Finally, fit 1/2x1/2
square timber around all the edges that are going to
be glued to the floor and tank sides.

Next, work on the area under the fore deck.  Mark the
point where the mast will be, 3050mm from the
transom, and make sure the kingpost is in the right
place.  Brace the longitudinal bulkhead with 3/8x7/8

Scarf

Joints
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ale

Edge of hull

moulding

Figure 2:  Grain direction for inwales and gunwales to
allow right handed planing.  Note that the scarf joints

should trail from bow to stern

Photo 1:  Internal structure - the X-shaped frame
around the kingpost looks more complex when all the
lightening holes have been cut, but is actually quite

simple to build.  The holes in the forward cockpit
bulkhead for the compass and inspection hatches have
been cut.  Note the pads for the chainplates and that

the position of the aft side of the mast has been
marked
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timber.  Fit the bulkheads around the kingpost in exactly
the same way as those under the cockpit floor.  Be aware
that the hull is slightly asymmetrical and so the templates
may need a little adjustment.  Fit the deck beams and
then brace the X-frame with 3/8x7/8 timber as shown
in the photographs.

Now work on the area behind the rear cockpit bulkhead.
Cut a piece of ply to act as a pad for the rudder fittings.
Make it about 150-200mm wide to provide plenty of
support for these fittings.  Epoxy this piece in place using
a combination of G-clamps and the rudder fittings to
hold it in place.  As you tighten everything up, the
transom, which has looked rather wavy up until now
(there is no foam here) will pull flat.  Fit a longitudinal
ring frame between this piece of plywood and the rear
cockpit bulkhead, giving the rear bulkhead a mid-
tolerance camber.  Make generous fillets where the
longitudinal frame abuts the transom.

You now need to fit the drain tubes and cut a hole for
an inspection hatch.  The approved way of cutting glass
fibre is with a router.  I use a template made from 9mm
ply and a bearing router bit to do this job.  Cut the
holes for the drain tubes in the rear cockpit bulkhead
using the same technique, and then epoxy the drain
tubes in place.  Once dry, rout out the holes in the
transom using the insides of the tubes as the templates
for the router.  Make good any defects at the transom/
drain tube external joint with appropriately coloured
gel coat so that it looks neat.

Lay out your plywood and decide which sheets are
going to be used for the foredeck, side decks, etc.  There
may be small blemishes in the wood that you can avoid
or hide, but which would look ugly parked in the middle
of the foredeck.  Cut and fit the tank sides.  You will
need a spiling template made from a gash bit of ply or
hardboard, as an accurate bit of cutting is important.
Leave excess timber at the top edge, which you can
plane off when you fair up prior to decking.  Make sure
the bottom edge will project about 20mm below the
top of the cockpit floor.  I glassed the back of the tank
sides on my second boat.  It makes them stiffer, only
slightly heavier, and also seals the internal surface.  Do
a dry run to make sure it all fits properly, and recheck
the side deck widths.  Mark the points on the bulkheads
where the tank sides join and epoxy 1/2x1/2 square
cedar in place to provide gluing area.  Assuming all is

well, epoxy the tank sides in place, clamping carefully
so that they take up their proper curvature.

Now comes what I think is the most difficult part of the
whole process � you have to fair off the gunwhales,
inwhales, tops of deck beams, forward and after cockpit
bulkheads and tops of tank sides to provide a smoothly
curved surface for the deck to fit onto.  Fortunately the
Contender is fairly flat, so its not too bad, but there is
still a lot of planing to do.  I suggest starting with the
two major bulkheads.  Bend a piece of wood over the
longitudinal spines, down to the gunwhales, and mark
this curve on the forward bulkhead.  Do the same for
the rear bulkhead.  Plane off to these lines.  You will
make some minor adjustments at the outer edges later,
but otherwise leave these two bulkheads alone for the
remainder of the fairing process.  Now start planing of
the gunwhales, other bulkheads, deck beams and tank
sides to fair everything in.  Use a long piece of dowel
to ensure that curves flow from one area to the next.
Keep squinting along the length of the boat to try and
detect high areas.  Don�t work in just one small area
but try and work all around the boat so that everything
comes fair at the same time.  It�s a difficult process to
describe, and Mike Saul helped me out with my first
boat.  Easy mistakes to make are to plane the gunwhales
off at too steep an angle, or to make the tank sides too
low.  Keep checking as you work and if you are not
sure what to do next, or think you are in the process of
making a mistake, stop, look carefully and think about
it.  If all else fails, get help, but don�t just plough on - it
will be very difficult to rectify any mistakes made at this

Photo 2:  Internal structure - the intermediate deck
beam is pretty flimsy and really just helps the deck take
up the right curve.  You wouldn�t want to walk over this

area!  The frame/beam by the forestay is more
substantial.

Photo 3:  Internal structure - aft deck and side tanks
are in place.  Not all of the frames under the floor have
been installed, but note how those present will support

the side deck/tank.  Note the chunks of wood in the
centreboard case to stop it distorting.
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stage.

Hopefully, all has gone well and you now have
everything faired up nicely into a flowing series of curves
that the deck will sit down onto with minimal amounts
of distortion and clamping.  There are four more jobs
to complete before decking can start.  Fit 10x10mm
timber along the top edges of all beams, bulkheads
and tank sides to provide a good gluing surface for the
decks.  If weight is a concern, chisel/plane off any excess
timber that is of no structural importance.  Ensure that
there are blocks fitted anywhere you might want to
screw through to fix a fitting � around the mast step,
and for the chain plates.  Make sure all internal timber
surfaces, particularly end grain, have had at least two
good coats of epoxy.  Finally vacuum out the hull, check
all measurements such as deck camber and side deck
widths, and if all is well you are ready to deck.

I start with the foredeck.  Mark out your chosen sheet
so that you can cut a small slot for the forestay tang.
Put the sheet in place and lightly clamp it down to the
gunwhale wherever you can get a clamp on.  Mark out
the shape of the hull on the under side.  Remove the
sheet from the boat and jigsaw it to shape.  Remember
to cut with the veneered face down (careful not to
gouge on the bench) and use fine saw blades to reduce
splitting and tearing.  The sheet will be way too big at
the bow and a bit too narrow aft.  Use the bits you
have just cut off to scarf onto both sides to make it
wide enough (see Figure 3).

The way I do scarf joints in ply is as follows:

Put a piece of masking tape along the edge of the ply
on the surface that is not going to be planed.  Clamp
the sheet to a work surface with a straight square edge,
with the edge of the ply along the edge of the work
surface.  (I use a door on top of the bench for this bit).
Mark a line parallel to the edge and about 50mm in.
Use a sharp, finely set plane, and plane away the ply to
make a flat surface, sloping from the edge to the marked
line.  Proceed with your planing, watching the grain
lines come through, and then using them to help guide
your work.  Be careful not to tear the featheredge,
especially if it is the veneer.  Finish up with sandpaper
on a block that is narrower than the planed area.  It
doesn�t matter if this area becomes slightly hollow, but
you don�t want rounded edges.  Prepare the other part
of the scarf in the same manner.  Do a dry run to confirm
that the two veneered surfaces come together smoothly.
Ideally, you should not need to sand the top surface at
all to get a perfectly level finish.

Apply neat epoxy to the two joint surfaces and allow it
to become tacky.  There is so much end grain wood
here that the epoxy gets soaked up quite quickly and
the idea is to avoid a glue starvation.  Then apply epoxy
with some microfibres mixed in.  Clamp or weight the
two pieces together securely.  Use Clingfilm to prevent
it all sticking to the bench and make sure you can see
the veneer joint.  If this joint is not perfect, adjust until
it is. I use a few staples to make sure that the joint can�t
slip as clamps alone tend to produce slipping.  Leave
the job clamped up until the epoxy has well set.  The
take it all down, clean up, and you should have a perfect
joint.  If the back surface is a bit rough, don�t fret too
much.  Sand it off and fill any defects with epoxy/filleting
compound.  Refit the foredeck to the boat, finish
marking out, and trim off to shape.  You now have a
complete foredeck.

I butt join the foredeck and side decks.  Fit a piece of
ply to the underside of the foredeck at the edge that
will abut the side decks.  Make it about 50 mm wide,
and long enough to just fit between the inwhale and
tank side.  Glue it so that it will be half under the foredeck
and half under the side deck.  Now epoxy the underside
of the foredeck, wait until tacky, and then apply a second
coat.  Apply epoxy thickened with filleting compound
to the relevant areas of the gunwhales, deck beams
and bulkheads.  Fit the foredeck in place and clamp
down.  Use pieces of timber 300-500mm or so long to
protect the veneer and to spread the load from each
clamp.  Gradually tighten each clamp to try and get a
uniform distribution of pressure.  When everything is
dry, take the clamps off and admire your work.  It
suddenly looks like a boat!

Mark and cut out the side decks.  I glass the backs of
these pieces, and then fix them in place when this epoxy
is still tacky.  Don�t glass right up to the butt joint or
you will have a little step in the deck.  Use thickened
epoxy mixture on the gunwhales, tank sides and
bulkheads. Clamp along the gunwhale edge and use
staples along the tank side edge.  If you have faired it
all properly it ought just to sit in place with a minimum
of pressure.

Prior to fitting the rear deck, fit a couple of longitudinal
beams using, say, 7/8x7/8 timber to provide additional
support.  Mark out the rear deck, scarfing together ply
as needed. Cut out and fit.  The joint between rear
deck and side deck should be over the rear cockpit
bulkhead, so although it is a butt joint the edges should
be adequately supported.

Once all decking is fitted, plane off the excess ply, and
make sure that the gunwhales are fair and the correct
size for the final outer gunwhale to be fitted.  Rout out
a small groove at the fore-side and side-rear deck joints
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Figure 3:  How to use the sheets of plywood, and how
to put together the foredeck.  I strongly suggest a

scarf joint at each side for the foredeck rather than
one piece for each half.  This strategy reduces the

length of the scarf, which makes preparing the joint a
bit easier.  More importantly, it reduces the length of

joint that you will have to clamp up.
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and inlay some small strips of mahogany.  Fit the outer
gunwhale, remembering your trailing scarfs.  You can
use sash clamps to hold the gunwhales in place, but I
prefer to screw them in place, then remove the screws
and plug the holes.   Clean up the gunwhales and shape
them using plane, spokeshave and sandpaper.  The inner
corners of the cockpit where bulkheads or tank sides
join decks can be dealt with in a number of ways.  My
favoured option now is to rout out 6-8mm off each
corner and to fill it with epoxy/filler that can then be
sanded off to make a nice smooth corner with all end
grain concealed.  You can use a router bit with a bearing,
in which case protect the veneer with strips of Formica,
or else, using double sided tape, temporarily secure a
batten in place along the side deck as a guide.

The only major task now is to fit the cockpit floor.  You
will need a spiling template to mark out the floor in
two parts, with a narrow strip in front of the centreboard
case to fill in afterwards.  Once you have cut the floors
out, glass the backs of them.  Then gather them together
with the hull, varnish and epoxy you will use for coating
the decks, all the fittings and any wood for around the
centreboard case and check the weight.  Ideally it will
be about 77-80kg.  If it is less than 77kg, start putting
extra timber in below the cockpit floor.  If the boat is

too light you will have a problem - it�s difficult to add
weight to a complete boat, believe me!

Once happy with the weight, fit the cockpit floors.  Mark
out the floor position along the tank sides.  Then fit
1/2x1/2 timber 6mm below this line for the floor to
rest on.  Plane/ chisel off to an appropriate angle and
epoxy the floors in place.  Use plenty of staples to hold
them in position while the epoxy sets, if need be
climbing into the boat to provide the weight to get the
floor right down into position.  If you put the staples in
over small pieces of veneer they are easier to remove
afterwards.  Epoxy the strip of wood into place in the
gap in front of the centreboard case.

There are a number of different ways of dealing with
the centreboard case where it projects into the cockpit.
I know some people jigsaw off the case front where it
projects above the cockpit floor, but I chose not to.  I
built up a support using cedar and plywood, with pieces
of veneer to cover areas of glass on top and at the rear.
The front is a solid chunk of mahogany. You could just
use chunks of solid timber.  Whatever you do, remember
the mainsheet tower must be anchored solidly to it.
Once this task is complete, you just need to tidy up,
put in some fillets around the joints of cockpit floor/
side tank and side tank/ bulkhead, make and fit a chock
for the mast step and you are ready to finish off.

I suggest sealing the decks with at least 2 coats of epoxy.
I use SP320 here as it is a clearer finish than WEST.  If
you work carefully you can get three coats out of a 1kg
pack.  To avoid lots of tedious sanding, try to put the
next coat on as the previous one becomes tacky.  I have
found it much easier to do this task using rollers and a
squeegee, rather than brushes.  Once all the epoxying
is finished, sand using wet and dry sandpaper, some
washing up liquid and plenty of water.  You�ll have to
sand by hand as water and power sanders don�t mix.

Make sure everything is dry, and then just before
varnishing, degrease with acetone and wipe over with
a tack rag.  You can then get three coats of varnish out
of a 750ml pack.  Measure it out by weight, mix it and
apply with a roller.  Again overcoat when just tacky to
avoid all that sanding.  If you don�t have a dust free
place to put on the final coat you can burnish it with
very fine wet and dry sandpaper (800 �1200 grade)
followed by T-cut or similar.

You will need to pay a building fee to the ISAF (office in
Southampton) and in return get a plaque.  You can then
send the building fee receipt to the RYA (office in
Eastleigh) and get a sail number.  Then you can tell
Graham the number, pick up the sail and spars, and
journey on to Ron Duffield to get it all measured.  Add
water, wind and some sunshine and you�re off!

Tools Required:
Planes � block, smoothing, bullnose shoulder, rebate
Chisels � 10, 25 mm

Jigsaw � variable speed is very useful
Router and selection of bits
Electric screw driver/drill

Hole saws
Plug cutter

Staple gun
Tape measure

Photo 4:  Cockpit floor being fitted.  Note how staples
are used over fibre tape to facilitate removal.

Temporary screws by the centreboard case are used
with penny washers to spread the pressure.  A similar

trick is used when temporarily screwing the outer
gunwale in place.  The case itself is lightly clamped to

make sure that the top is not splayed.
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Spirit level
Copy of class rules and measurement diagram  available
from class secretary (Dave Davies - see Who�s Who inside
front cover of this issue), or from class website.

Cutting List
Don�t bother going to the local DIY store, or even
somewhere like Harcros for plywood.  You�ll pay more
and won�t get the right stuff.

Decks: 6mm SP deck ply (gaboon with sapele veneer)
from Bruynzeel Multipanel, comes with a 10 year
guarantee.  Be aware that it�s not 6mm � more like 5.5
to 5.8mm.  I weighed 10 sheets and they were all 9.5
kg, so don�t bother checking through the warehouse.
You need 3 to 3.5 sheets.

Try Silvermans on 01264 333131.

Internal bulkheads: 4mm gaboon marine plywood
to Lloyd�s specification and BS1088.  Get the proper
stuff, also from Silvermans.  �Marine plywood� from the
local DIY will be horrible, heavy stuff, not to Lloyd�s
specification, and is why people think it is difficult to
build a Contender down to weight.  You need 1-2
sheets.

Framing: use western red cedar.  It�s lovely to work
with and smells gorgeous.  Order the following sizes/
quantities.

1/2�x1/2� � 124 feet

3/8�x7/8� � 110 feet

7/8�x7/8� - 24 feet

7/8�x7/8� with a 30 degree bevel (for gunwhales) -
36 feet

Outer gunwhales

Mahogany 3/8�x7/8� � 36 feet

Epoxy and Varnish
The pump dispensers often produce more epoxy than
you need for a task.  As it�s expensive, reduce waste by
mixing by weight.  Buy some cheap electronic scales
and weigh out the appropriate quantities in grams.  You
can use the same trick to minimise usage of two-pot
paints and varnishes.  You will need one 5kg pack of
WEST, one 1kg pack of SP320, one pack of filleting
compound and one of microballoons or lightweight
faring compound, and a couple of litres of industrial
grade acetone.  Use twopack varnish � one 750ml pack
is sufficient.

Costs
The following is rough guide to the costs involved at
the time I built my second boat.  The indicated costs for
fittings, spars and so on may not be completely inclusive.
You get a better price on the deck plywood if you buy
more sheets, so if two or more people are interested,
get together and place one order with Silvermans.

Hull & Timber
Hull (vinylester) £1000.00

(Paul Walker - Bob Hoare Sailboats 01202 736704)

SP deck ply, 3 sheets at £92      £276.00

Internal ply, 2 sheets at £16 32.00

Cedar 100.00

Mahogany 25.00

Epoxy
(WEST) 86.00

(SP320) 26.00

Varnish 20.00

Epoxy fillers 15.00

SUBTOTAL 1565.00

Fittings (approx) 400.00

Foils 530.00
(Mike Saul - Top Foils, Tel: 01423 771821)

Spars and Rigging 683.00
(Graham Scott - Wavelength, Tel 01703 457417)

Sail 540.50
(Graham Scott - Wavelength, Tel 01703 457417)

TOTAL 3718.50

Photo 5:  All the deck pieces roughly cut to shape after
inspecting the plywood sheets for defects, knots etc,
and scarfing on the extra pieces for the foredeck and

aft deck.

Measurement, sail number, building certificate come
to about another £150.00

Editorial Reminder:  These are approximate costs only.
Readers should check current prices with relevant suppliers
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Boat No Contact Telephone Area Details Price

GBR 292 John Kerridge 01326 311719 N/A Rondar, Storrar & Bax, Combi £950

GBR 295 John Bennett 0114 2307217 Sheffield Smith Composite, 3 Sails, Combi, Cover £795

GBR 382 Tony Titcombe 01622 717260 Kent Titcombe Rondar, No Mast, Stored under car port, good
condition, sail, U/O covers, home made combi trailer £1,300

GBR 439 Colin Truscott 01872 520586 Cornwall Rondar, Etched Epsilon, Ullman sail, (Combi available)
£1,500

GBR 455 Ray Davies 01425 276642 Christchurch  Wavelength Rig & Sail, Spare Proctor Mast (new), Cover,
01425 271234 Combi Trailer, Lifting Rudder, Good Condition £1650

GBR 507 Martin Metcalfe 01524 762340 Cumbria Rondar, 2 Ulman Sails, Lifting Rudder, Combi, U/O
covers £2,150

GBR 508 Mike Shreeve 0116 260 9423 Leics Rondar, 2 Sails, Wavelength Mast, U/O covers, Rapide
Combi, New standing rigging and rudder foil in 97

£2,000

GBR 510 Jon Hill 01883 625161 Surrey Rondar, Wavelegth rig, spare sail, new covers & trolley
£1,995

GBR 519 Neil Beveridge 01560 485385 Scotland Rondar, Wavelength Rig, 2 spare sails, U/O Cover, Combi,
good condition, fast boat. £2000

GBR 540 Phil Weake 0181 7896280 London Ridge Composite hull (ex-Scott Nationals and Europeans
winner), little used since, 2 Wavelength masts/Sails. Fixed
& Lifting rudders, Combi, Under & new Top Cover � Good
condition £2,750

GBR 573 Mike Matan 01903 751272 Worthing Rondar, Wavelength Mast/Sail, Combi, U/O covers,
Compass £2,395

GBR 579 Maurice Clarke 01269 595941 S. Wales Ridge/Daniel, Wavelength mast, 2 Ullman sails, Fixed
rudder, covers, combi, revarnished £3,600

GBR 605 Andrew Mcgaw 01582 760738 Herts Rondar, Wavelength mast & 2 sails, 2 rudders, compass,
combi, covers £3,200

GBR 610 Nigel Pipe 01323 733671 E�bourne Ridge, Wavelength, 3 Sails, fixed/lifting rudders, cover
trolley £3,500

GBR 630 Mike Craine 01703 483863 S�hamptonWavelength hull, Sails (one brand new), U/O covers,
Combi, immaculate £4,700

GBR 633 Dave Pike 01323 642242 E�bourne Wavelength hull, 2 Sails, U/O covers, fixed & lifting
rudders, double combi £4,600

SECONDHAND BOATS & GEAR FOR SALE

TOP FOILSTOP FOILSTOP FOILSTOP FOILSTOP FOILS
MIKE SAULMIKE SAULMIKE SAULMIKE SAULMIKE SAUL

48 HOLLINS LANE, HAMPSTHWAITE, NR
HARROGATE, N. YORKS HG3 2EG

TEL: 01423 771821

CUSTOM FOILS BUILT TO THE
HIGHEST STANDARD

Professional Grip Foam Tiller Extensions � Wetsuits �
Drysuits � Buoyancy Aids � Clothing

DISCOUNT
FERRY TICKETS

UP TO 50% OFF NORMAL FARES
BRITTANY FERRIES France • Spain • UK

HOVERSPEED Belgium • France • UK
MOBY LINE & TIRRENIA LINE Italy

P&O FERRIES France • Spain • Holland • Ireland • UK
P&O STENA LINE France • UK

SEA FRANCE France • UK
SCANDINAVIAN SEAWAYS Denmark • Germany •

Scandinavia • UK
STENA LINE Holland • Ireland • Scandinavia • UK

SWANSEA CORK FERRIES Ireland • UK
BOOK EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT

Contact Richard Buttner: Marne, Upper Rd, Broadlees
Guston, Dover, CT16 1HP Tel/Fax 01304 216194
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Bob Hoare
Sailboats

BOB HOARE SAILBOATS
Bob Hoare Ltd, 248 Bournemouth Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset. BH14 9HZ

Telephone: 01202 736704   Fax: 01202 388704  Mobile: 0802 689157
E-mail: paul@bobsboatshop.freeserve.co.uk

All prices include 17.5% VAT. Carriage Charged at Cost

Boats
Complete and ready to race: Glassfibre Contenders, built using the proven tooling and
layout developed by Ian Ridge and Graham Scott.  Supplied complete with the latest
Wavelength Rig, SuperSpars boom, Pro-Grip, Milanes Foils, Ronstan & Harken fittings.
Prices from..................................................................................................... £5,950
The fastest boats you can buy!

Composite Boats
Composite boats and kits to any stage of completion also available.  Prices on
application.  Please note Wavelength rigs are only available when supplied with new
boats.

Covers
Top quality covers from Bruce Banks Sails .................................. Prices from £115.00

Spares
Silva 103P Compass ..........................................................................................£112.86
BHS Alloy Tiller Extensions .................................................................... From  £22.95
BHS Carbon Tiller Extensions ................................................................. From  £48.95

Repairs
Full repair and refit service available

Bobs Boat Shop...
Clothing
Large stock of top brands

Musto • Crewsaver • Gill • Busta • Henri-Lloyd • Marlin • YAK
Dinghy Boots ............................................................................................. from  £31.75
Buoyancy Aids .......................................................................................... from  £39.95
Spray Tops ................................................................................................. from  £35.95
Drysuits.................................................................................................... from  £200.00
Trapeze Harnesses ..................................................................................... from  £70.00

Chandlery & Equipment
A full range from Ronstan, Harken, Holt, RWO and Sowester.
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Prices correct at 4/3/99 - this advert supercedes the printed March 99 Issue of Contendering

mailto:paul@bobsboatshop.freeserve.co.uk
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1ST CHOICE FOR CONTENDERS

The latest version of the sail that has won the last 5 World
Championships - £552.25

SAILS

Fits perfectly with the sail and manufactured in 7000 Series Alloy - Fully fitted,
excluding rigging - £458.25

MASTS

RIGGING Made in our workshop using high quality stainless steel wire and fittings:-
Complete set including halyard .................................................................................. £102.23
Shroud/Trapeze set (Both sides) .................................................................................. £46.00
Halyard (Wire/Rope) ...................................................................................................... £23.50
Forestay ............................................................................................................................ £14.10
Lower Shrouds (Pair) ..................................................................................................... £21.15

Complete Rig Pack - Ideal for home completion boats or complete rig upgrade
Includes Sail, Mast, Full Spec Boom, All rigging and Adjusters, including Cascade Vang and Sta-
masters for Lower shrouds.  Everything above deck in one package at a
SPECIAL PRICE ............................................................................ £1295.00

RIG PACK

Top quality breathable polycotton Top Cover ............................................................ £150.40
Heavy Duty PVC Top Cover .......................................................................................... £105.75
Nylon Undercover ............................................................................................................ £94.00

COVERS

FOILS Milanes Centreboard - Special Spec ........................................................................... £345.00
Milanes Fixed Rudder ................................................................................................... £273.00
Milanes Lifting Blade ................................................................................................... £245.00
Winder Kevlar Stock ..................................................................................................... £123.38

ACCESSORIES Wavelength Nappy Harness (S,M,L,) ............................................................................ £75.00
Wavelength Knee Pads ................................................................................................... £17.63
Wavelength Large Trapeze Rings (Each) ........................................................................ £5.75
Progrip Non Slip - Sheet (Blue,Grey,Black,Red) ......................................................... £27.00
Silva 103P Compass ..................................................................................................... £117.50
Sta-Master Rigging Screws (Each) ................................................................................ £21.15

All prices
include 17.5%

VAT
Carriage

Charged at
Cost

SPARES Superspars B1 Boom ...................................................................................................... £88.13
Superspars B1 Boom c/w Outhaul and Big Vang Slide ............................................ 129.25
Cascade Wire Vang .......................................................................................................... £34.08
Slot Gaskets (Pair) ............................................................................................................ £8.81
Forestay Lever ................................................................................................................. £26.44
Tiller Extension - Alloy ................................................................................................... £26.00
Tiller Extension - Carbon ............................................................................................... £54.05
Gooseneck Assembly ......................................................................................................... 25.00
Masthead Sheave Box ...................................................................................................... 16.45
Sail Track Lead-in .................................................................................................................3.95

WAVELENGTH DESIGNS � UNIT 10 � MITCHELL POINT � HAMBLE � SOUTHAMPTON � SO31 4RF
TEL/FAX: 01703 457417 � E-mail: gscott@wavelengthdesigns.com � WEB SITE http://www.wavelengthdesigns.com

Designs

mailto:gscott@wavelengthdesigns.com
http://www.wavelengthdesigns.com

